Make It! Lessons are guided 30 to 45 minute STEAM activities in Fulton’s Workshop. Classes are on Wednesdays. The first class is at 1 p.m., and classes will be added on the hour if there is enough demand. Reserve your place by the Friday before each date by calling 715-232-8685. Cost is $9 per student. Holtby Hall Safety and Rental guidelines apply. At least one adult must be present per reservation group.

September
- **Sept. 23 | Wonder Turner** » Make a wonder turner, also known as a thaumatrope. This toy demonstrates the notion of persistence of vision — amazingly combining two separate images just by spinning them!

- **Sept. 30 | Leaf Press** » Learn how to preserve the beautiful plants you can find here in Dunn County in a leaf and flower press! This scientific pastime has been popular throughout history.

- **Oct 7 | Birch Bark Canoe** » Make a tiny birch bark canoe from paper. The birch bark canoe is an engineering wonder that was developed by native peoples and completely altered life in the upper Midwest and Great Lakes.

- **Oct 14 | Corn Husk Doll** » Make a corn husk doll and learn about pioneer kid toys.

- **Oct 21 | Finders Keeper!** » Use recycled materials to make your own waterproof carrying case that can sling over your shoulder or attach to your bike!

- **Oct 28 | Recycled Robots** » Build a robot buddy from recycled parts and learn about how robots help humans.

November
- **Nov. 4 | Make a Suffrage Sash** » Learn about how the suffragettes fighting for the vote used a sash to make their message known!

- **Nov. 11 | Trace A Silhouette** » Shadows are a dark area or shape produced by a body coming between rays of light and a surface. You can trace that dark area to make a picture of a friend or family member. We will have all you need — you just have to bring your shadow!

- **Nov. 18 | Polyhedrons!** » Using only paper plates, you can create a multi-sided geometric sculpture to decorate your room, or toss around!

- **Dec. 2 | Scandinavian Paper Heart** » Weave a Scandinavian paper heart. These heart-shaped baskets are great for gifts and decorations!

**Safety is our priority:**
- Masks worn over the nose and mouth are required at all times.
- Hand sanitizer must be used upon entering the facility.
- Socially distant workstations provided.
**Guidelines:**

- Repeat or one-off scheduling available.
- Groups of no more than five students and one or two adults *(larger groups may be accommodated, depending on capacity).*
- An adult must be present with the group or individual at all times.
- Workstations must be left as they are found.
- Respectful classroom behavior is expected — disruptive behavior is not acceptable.
- Rental agreement must be signed by legal guardians of all participants.

Take home kits for each of these activities are also available. Kits are $25 and contain supplies for two students, along with instructions. Kits must be ordered at least three days in advance of pick up.

You can also schedule a **Family Field Trip** with scavenger hunt/time machine activity in the Rassbach Museum. You’ll be given materials at the start of your tour, and then have self-guided time. One- or two-hour time slots available.